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Road to 2020: Forging our Efficient Future 

Community Advisory Committee Meeting 

September 29, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JeffTalking Points:Good evening CouncilSuper excited to be here tonight  



Initiative & Program Vetting 
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Template 
Submission 

Finance 
Feedback Revisions 

Finance 
Mechanisms 

Grading 

Model 
Aggregates 

Data 

• One model houses all initiative 
data 

• Costs 
• Benefits 
• Cost Effectiveness 
• Project Information 
• In Process – co-benefits, e.g., ozone 

 
 

 
 

 

 
• Iterative vetting process 

refines assumptions  
• Core variables 
• Teams enter assumptions 
• Finance mechanisms team 

assesses confidence level 
 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: LindsayTalking Points:SegueWe are vetting initiatives so community, council, and city have good information to help us weight each step for those practical and innovative solutionsUltimately, the vetting process is about data-driven decision making.... This information tells us how much things will cost due to overhead, or maintenance costs, etc. it also tells us how much GHG reduction we will have and savings. Common template and vetting process will be applied to all 31 initiativesEnables us to evaluate each initiative with common language and metricsIterative process means that detail and confidence will increase over timePromotes clear and realistic outputs for GHG reductions and cost/benefit ratioWork is in currently process; On-track to complete all vetting in calendar 2016Templates track with granular level of detail (allows is Annual Costs tracked by Overhead, Incentive, Installation, MaintenanceAnnual Benefits tracked by GHG Reduction by resource, Resource cost savings, Other savingsGHG/$ will allow us to calculate Efficient Frontier for investmentsDoes not yet consider “intangibles” – co-benefits, e.g., ozone, health, social equity, and job creationUltimate goal is to get all initiatives to a high or medium level of confidence to make sure we have clear links between the benefits and costs of every initiative



CAP Initiative Template Inputs 
1) Select any common/core variables 

2) Enter initiative specific assumptions 

3) Enter explanations of assumptions and calculations 



Initiative: Bicycle Network 
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Improve bicycling conditions & 
increase bike ridership to 10% 
 
• Low stress network 
• Reduction in Vehicle Miles 

Travelled (VMT) drives GHG 
reduction 

• Aligned with community culture 
• Requires consistent 

participation for GHG benefit 
 

 
 

 

$6M 
infrastructure 

costs 

No 
required 
3rd party 

investment 

Modest ROI  
Improves 

health and air 
quality 

Moderate 
carbon 

reductions 

Participants save $15/Month 
on their fuel costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Lindsay Talking Points:Council, we want to share with you some specific examples of what vetting process is telling us and how we go through it. Overall goals on bikes - to improve bike conditions and increase ridership. What? Building out the low stress network outlined in the Bike Plan is a key component of that, as well as our numerous FCBikes educational programs like Open Streets  Costs and Benefits: We’ve estimated approximately $6M in infrastructure costs over the next four years, and if the goals of 10% ridership are realized, we estimate residents will have about $15/month back in their pockets every Co-benefits: Lots of co-benefits, of courseBeneficial to health; part of community culture (platinum bike friendly city)No significant financial barrier to participants (allows us to reach broader group)This is what we are still trying to figure out/challenges. This initiative has a lower confidence assessmentNot an assessment of quality/priority of initiative, just working toward clearer data before endorsing #s.Challenging to get data on bikes – unlike electricity, projections are based on regional models and challenging to assess how one more mile of bike lane equates to a specific number of increased ridersThis is how linked to other goals (VMT). Etc. Good example of complexity of analysis being performed (linking infrastructure investment to VMT reduction) More work to determine scale of return - Even with intangibles; Initial/high-level #s do demonstrate benefits outweighing costs



Initiative: Community Solar 
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Provides incentive for 
community solar projects 
 

• Clean power option for 
residents beyond rooftop solar 

• Significant community interest 
• Leverages municipal 

investment 
• Clear and automatic GHG 

benefit 
 
 

 
 

 

$1M 
incentive 

costs 

$2.6M 3rd 
party 

investment 

Balanced ROI 
Benefits 
families 

Moderate 
carbon 

reductions 

Participants save $28/Month 
on their utility bills 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: LindsayThis example is one where we have more certainty, and has one of the highest confidence assessmentsOverall goals on community solar  - to enable all residents to have access to clean energyWhat? Think of Riverside and Mulberry – sold out before it even openedCosts and Benefits: There is proven demand (based on waitlist)More efficient than rooftop panels (they can track the sun & benefit from economies of scale for install)Allows city to leverage their investment (rebate incentive is fraction of overall capital cost)Does not require significant ongoing action/investment (GHG benefit and participant savings are clearly linked and automatic)ROI is balancedParticipants gain the benefits from lower utility billsEven after utility savings are netted out for lost revenue (adjusted to admin rate savings) the initiative still breaks eveCo-benefits: Ultimately, it’s about choicesIf you have a lot with a lot of trees and you want clean energy – putting rooftop solar isn’t the best solutionOr, if you’re renting your home, this is an option for youThis is what we are still trying to figure out/challenges. -  How many of these can we do with the level of demand we’ve seen to date?



Transitioning CAP 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Lindsay Talking Points:Thank you Jeff.Council, I have the pleasure tonight of introducing our transitioning language as we go from planning  implementation and aspirational  operational. As the program manager for this effort for almost a year now, I have visited with many community groups on this issue. Just the other week, I was speaking with the Planning and Zoning Board in what was supposed to be a 30 minute discussion and we ended up talking for almost 90 minutes. At the end of the conversation, one of the members said to me, I’m still not sure what the Climate Action Plan really is. For me, this was a light bulb moment, and one that I know many in our community has had regarding the language we use – when we talk about CAP, many ask what does that mean? How do I get involved? What will this cost? Do I have to believe in climate change in order to make a difference? Staff recognizes that we need more diverse messages to get our residents engaged in this effort, or even more engaged than they already are – whether our residents want to invest in low-cost measures such as energy efficiency or improve their health by biking more – all of these actions impact our goals and we need language that focuses more on the actions residents can take (and how these actions benefit them) rather than on the plan or the climate. Toward that end, we are excited to unveil what our communication experts are calling transition language – the Road to 2020: Forging our Efficient Future. 



Bridging Language 

 
 
 
ROAD paints the picture that this is a 
journey we are on together, while 2020 
keeps our next goal in sight. 
 
FORGING is an actionable word that 
depicts building something and feels like 
unchartered territory. 
 
 
 

OUR reminds us that this is for our 
community here in Fort Collins. 
 
EFFICIENT covers all things from 
energy consumption to waste 
management and economic spending. 
 
FUTURE reinforces that this is long-term 
planning, that Fort Collins is forward-
thinking and that the efforts made will 
impact us today and tomorrow. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Lindsay Talking Points:Why this language specifically? All of these words were very intentionally chosen to paint a clearer picture of what we mean when we are talking about our carbon reduction goals.Generally speak to the words…Also mention that we’ve heard other words that mean a lot to the community, such as being practical or pragmatic when we approach these goals, we’ve also heard about a clean energy or energy efficient economy. And, many of us received a lot of great feedback and inspiration at the Bill Ritter event last week with the Mayor and City Manager, for example, focusing on the health and clean air benefits of addressing climate change.  



Bridging Language 

 
 
 
 

Community Issues Forum 
November 17, Lincoln Center 

 
Purpose: Obtain feedback on the branding and create personalized paths to 2020  

Will also ask about how to engage in the future 
 

Question for CAC: What would be helpful to achieving the desired outcomes?  
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Road to 2020: Forging our Efficient Future 

Community Advisory Committee Meeting 

September 29, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JeffTalking Points:Good evening CouncilSuper excited to be here tonight  
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Road to 2020: Budget Alignment 

• 60 Offers – $161M (2017) 
 Most are core services (98%)  
 Remaining 2% or $3.6M 

 $2.2M – Scaling Up Existing 
Programs (5 offers) 

 $800K – New Programs           
(7 offers) 

 $600K – Internal City 
Improvements to Lead by 
Example (3 offers) 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Jeff Talking Points:We know you might have heard that there are a lot of in requests in the budget related to the Road to 2020 goals, we really want to clarify that informationGood news is two-fold:First, we are already doing so many of the right things to support our goals and the organization/core services are alignedExamples are the power the City purchases from Platte River Power Authority $84M in 2017, The City's FC Moves programs ($1.2M) or Transfort  (~$10M) that advance our share residents using bicycles and mass transportation options. The true additional cost of CAP is actually quite small in the overall budget, including$2.2 million (1.3 percent) to scale up existing programs toward goals, such as energy efficiency and community solar programs.$800,000 (0.5 percent) to fund new programs to directly impact the goals, such as a pilot program to engage private sector to develop innovative approaches and leverage private capital for 'ten dollar problems' Note that not all of these costs directly impact the goals, some provide support for messaging and engagement which we all agree is a high priority for this initiative. $600,000 (0.4 percent) to help the City organization to lead by example and achieve its own carbon reduction goals, which mirror the community goals.



Iterative Process 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JeffTalking Points:Council, we’d really like to share with you a little bit more about what we have often referred to as the “iterative nature” of working in this realm – Back in March, we discussed 31 initiatives that were initially modeled and could potentially get us to the 2020 goals – it’s really a process of evaluating each initiative one by oneFor example, Energy Efficiency – this is an initiative that has strong ROI and we highlighted the 2:1 cost benefit ratio back in July…we also recognized that there is significant community demand and strong impact on the carbon reduction goals, so just this month, you moved forward this initiative to add $1.6M to the over $4M you already invest in business energy efficiency in 2016LED streetlightsWhile this technology does have a strong ROI, we are already very efficient with our streetlightsBetter use of funds to replace streetlights as they burnout (gain efficiencies there) and invest limited dollars in other high impact initiativesConstruction and Demolition FacilityThis is an initiative that provides pretty significant emission reduction potentialAt the same time, through the regional waste shed planning efforts that Council has been involved in, we’ve learned that this initiative is really only financially viable at the regional level, so we’re pausing on this initiative at this timeNote that community and council will weigh in on each one along the road to 2020Also important to note that on this Road to 2020, new initiative we didn’t conceive of will also come up, and that’s what we want – this is a rapidly evolving field and we want to be nimble enough to respond in a pragmatic way that allows us to cost-effectively meet our goals



Long-Term Funding Strategies 
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Funding Options: 
 

• City Debt/Cash 

• Utility Rates/Debt 

• Taxes/Fees 

• Public Private Partnerships 

• Private Debt & Grants 

City Bonds 
City Green Bonds 
Establish Green Bank 

Considerations: 
 

• Funding follows the Project 
 

• Projects need positive cash 
flow to support investment 
 

• Project Maturity & Vetting 
 

• City Debt & Rate Capacity 
 

• Peer Cities Research 
 

• Examples: 
• On-Bill Financing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: MikeTalking Points:Council, you saw these slides back in marchUnderstanding these various costs and benefits, we know public sector can't do it alone and in fact opportunities for private sector to invest and benefit. 



On-Bill Financing: How It Works 

Loans for residential efficiency upgrades: 
1. Audit identifies opportunities 
2. Homeowner/contractors define scope 
3. Utilities qualifies project  
4. 3rd party qualifies customer for loan 
5. Project complete, loan closed 
6. Paid thru utilities bill 
7. Utilities maintains loan/absorbs loan losses 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On-Bill Financing Loan Program provides loans for residential energy efficiency upgrades to citizen’s homesHome energy audit identifies opportunitiesStaff link the home owner with approved contractors who support the programOwners determines upgrades, loan amount, termEnergy Smart Partners coordinates loan origination & closingCustomer Payments included on the home energy billUtilities maintains the loan on their books Utilities is responsible for loan losses 



On-Bill Financing: Results 
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• Currently $1.6M funding approved 
 

• Energy Efficiency is an important 
initiative within overall energy goals 

 

• Will require significant capital to 
achieve goals 

• 3,000 homes @ $12k per loan = $36M 
• Beyond the capacity of the City 

 

• Staff issued RFP to solicit 3rd party 
capital to allow program to scale up as 
needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Program launched in 2013 with $.8m L&P reservesSuccessful marketing in 2015 with 2.5% interestAdditional funding of $.8M in 2016 at 4% interestEnergy Efficiency improvements are an important initiative within overall goalsWill require significant capital to achieve goals3,000 homes @ $12k per loan = $36MBeyond the capacity of the CityStaff issued RFP to solicit 3rd party capital to allow program to scale up as needed



On-Bill Financing:  
Elevations Efficiency Financing 

Elevations Credit Union Provides 3rd Party 
Capital and: 
• Provides loan/closing support 
• Sets interest rate (2.75% to 9.125%) 
• Reduces fees 
• Loan service TBD - Utility bill or Elevations 
• No loan default risk to the City 
• Project eligibility process remains the same 
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Example - City Provides Initial Funding Capital, Develops a Successful 
Program and then Transitions to 3rd Party Capital to Achieve Scale 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3rd Party Capital to Support the ProgramElevations will provide loan origination & closing support for all loansInterest rates of 2.75% to 9.125% depending on term and applicant credit scoreFees reduced by about $100, web site provides borrower easy access to loan statusLoan servicing may stay on the utility bill or may be done by ElevationsElevations has the capacity to provide capital to scale this program to meet the goalsNo recourse back to the City on Loan Losses – Reserve funded by State program



Peer Cities Research 
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Palo Alto 
80% by 2030 

 

Asheville 
2% annual 
reduction 

80% by 2050 
 

Boulder 
20% by 2020 

43.5% by 2030 
81% by 2050 

Fort Collins:  
20% by 2020 
80% by 2030 

Carbon neutral by 2050 

Kansas City 
30% by 2020 
80% by 2050 

Austin 
40% by 2030 

Carbon neutral by 
2050 

Larger Similar Population Smaller 

Denver 
80% by 2050 

  

Aspen 
30% by 2020  
80% by 2050 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Lindsay �One example of how we can finance the actions. Shifting gears, council you also asked us to look into bigger questions... Did other communities put their climate goals to a vote? If yes, what were the outcomes and how was it worded on the ballot? How have other cities funded their climate work? Were new revenue sources created, e.g., taxes or fees, and if so, what was the source and scale of these funds? Talking Points: Researched 14 cities selected for:National or statewide peer city listingPresence of a universityGeographic distributionRelative spread of political demographics Mix of municipal vs investor-owned utilities 



Peer Research: Public Voting 
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Public Votes Already Occurred 
• Goals: 

• Berkeley (passed, 81%) 
• Funding: 

• Boulder (passed, 82%)  
- Tax on light and power 

consumption, ~$1.8M annually 

• Carbondale (failed, 61%) 
- Electricity and gas surcharge, 

about $350K would have been 
generated annually 

Public Votes Pending (Nov. Ballot) 
• Goals: N/A 
• Funding: 

• San Diego 
- 0.5% tax for 40 years, up to $18B 

generated for transportation 
projects 

• State of Washington  
- Revenue neutral tax assessed at 

the state level (credits for emission 
reduction initiatives) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Lindsay Public VotingEfforts to vote on Climate Action plans has been isolated to only a few cities (Berkeley and Boulder)Carbon taxes becoming a rising trend (Revenue carbon neutral taxes being explored in the states of Washington and Oregon)Taxes would be revenue neutral to cities and consumers as they would be assessed on large energy producers at the state levelIn addition to these fourteen cities, we also looked more broadly to see if any Colorado or other communities in the US voted on their goals or funding their climate work (that’s included in Attachment X), and in Colorado, we are only aware of two communities that have voted whether to fund (or not) their climate work – Boulder and Carbondale. 



Peer Research: Financing Mechanisms 
Funding Source 

 
 
 

City 

Taxes, Fees, 
and Credits 
(i.e. carbon 

tax) 

Enterprise 
Fund 

Revenue  
 

Private 
Sector 

Investment 

Special 
District 
Funding 
(i.e. TIF 

Districts) 

Grant 
Funds 

Bonds 
 

Asheville, NC         

Aspen, CO         

Austin, TX     

Boulder, CO     

Denver, CO       

Kansas City, MO     

Palo Alto, CA       

Fort Collins, CO 

18       = Primary revenue source (if applicable)            = Other revenue sources             

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Lindsay What we’ve really found is that funding this type of work utilizes a variety of tactics, which isn’t surprising given the number of different initiatives that many cities are approaching to achieve their goals. Since packet was published, we added a row on how Fort Collins is financing its goals and we’ve also double-checked the revenue sources…We’re happy to spend more time on this slide in the discussion, and we’ll highlight just a few of the examples that may be relevant to Fort Collins on the next slide…Backup Talking Points:CategoriesTaxes, Fees, and Credits: Include revenue neutral carbon taxes, charges for green building certifications, and on-bill financingEnterprise Fund RevenuesPrivate Sector: Resources provided by private sector investment, state, or non-profit organizations. Example: PACE financing & energy efficiency programs form Oregon Energy TrustSpecial District Funding: TIF, BID, and TDD districts to fund large infrastructure projects such as multi-modal transit and green infrastructureGrant Funds: Example, Energy Efficiency and Conservation Grant from US Dept. of Energy provides the City of Austin with $2.5 Million a year of energy efficiency upgrades to both the private and public sectorBonds 



Peer Cities Research –  
Considerations for Fort Collins 

• Kansas City, MO 
 

 
 

• Boulder, CO 
 

 
 
• Asheville, NC 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Lindsay Now, we just would like to highlight strategies in the other cities “that we are looking into that go beyond what we’ve already been doing in Fort Collins”Kansas City, MOStrong relationship with investor owned utility (Kansas City Power and Light) and private/non=profit sectorsSimilar to Fort Collins, they partner with their utility for a variety of energy efficiency rebate programsROI buy-down program (similar to the incentives the City offers and to the work we do in our URAs)Strategic Energy Management fundEnergy Works KC – residential energy efficiency which has been kickstarted by a $20M DOE grant (estimate the city has received over $100M since 2009)Boulder, COBoulder Energy ChallengeProvides $300,000 in annual seed grants to local businesses to develop new technologies to advance climate action workExamples include:An Algae Greenhouse for CO2 Capture at Upslope BrewingHydraulic Hybrid Vehicle (Hybrid technology for trucks/buses) Development (lightning hybrids) Could use this model as an example for the reverse RFP through the pilot projects funding that is in the recommended budgetAsheville, NCTwo main funding sourcesGreen Revolving Fund from LED cost savings (similar to the City’s Waste Innovation Fund)Funds energy efficiency programs, residential solid waste programs, urban agriculture for low-income populations, and fuel switching programs In addition, Asheville also dedicates a portion of their Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) to a separate “Green CIP” which focuses on municipal energy efficiency, equipment replacement, and fuel switching for the municipal fleet. 



Next Steps 

• Innovate FC Competition – Sept 28 

• Colorado Communities for Climate Action 

• February 2016 Work Session: 

• Full vetting of all 31 initiatives and 

scenarios to 2020 developed  

• Road to 2020 Dashboard 

• Outcome of branding process 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JeffTalking Points:We are figuring out our own creative partnerships. Like innovate Fort Collins. Partnership to leverage expertise for ten dollar problem and use city as platform. Also want to reiterate that this is not a challenge Fort Collins is facing alone – that’s why we’ve partnered with 10 other Colorado communities to advance these goals on a statewide and national level – staff will be meeting with LRC next week to provide more highlights on this statewide effortFinally, Council, we are really gearing up for the February Work Session with you, where we’re going to focus on the following elements: Full vetting of all 31 initiatives, two of which we highlighted tonightWe’ll also dive into the specific scenarios to achieve the 2020 goalsWe’re also going to share the launch of the Road to 2020 Dashboard, that tracks the City’s progress toward the goals. This dashboard will highlight the metrics, such as our community inventory, and will publicly display them so all residents can track our progressWe’re also excited to share the results of the discussions with the community on how to brand this important work to the community. 



Questions for City Council 
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1. Does Council have feedback on the 
branding process? 
 

2. Does the outline for the February 
Work Session meet Council’s 
expectations?  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JeffTalking Points:Back to the questions…
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Road to 2020: Forging our Efficient Future 

Jeff Mihelich, Mike Beckstead, Lindsay Ex 

August 30, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JeffTalking Points:



Proposed 3rd Party Financing 
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Roles Current Proposed 

  Utilities ESP Utilities EC 
Customer 
qualification 

  *   * 

Project 
qualification 

*   *   
Loan closing   *   * 
Loan servicing *   Option  * 

Recording   *   * 
Tax 
information 

*     * 

Payoff *     * 
ESP – Energy Smart Partners   EC – Elevations Credit  

Attribute Current Proposed EC 

Interest 
Rates 

• 2.5-10% per rate 
ordinance 

• Current rate at 4.0%  

• 2.75% to 9.125%  
• See table below 

Customer 
qualificati
on 

• Minimum six months bill 
payment history 

• Credit score minimum of 
640 

• Credit score minimum 
of 580 

• Underwriting debt to 
income ratio 

Fees 
• $25 for application 
• $150 for closing 
• $11 for recording 

• $25 member fee 
• $25 application fee 
• $10-25 recording fee 

Recording 
UCC filing recorded with 
Larimer County 

same 

Loan term • 5, 7, 10, 15, or 20 years • 3, 5, 7, 10 or 15 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlight that proposed model is no longer “on bill” financing but a partnership with 3rd party capital



Proposed 3rd Party Financing – Interest Rates 

Elevations Credit Union: Interest Rate Table  
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Using the average 
credit score and 
term from active 

HELP loans would 
result in an interest 
rate of 6.625% with 
the proposed model  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Subject to change with interest rate environment, consumer credit interest rates (e.g. auto loans)We would be notified, but changes not subject to our approvalRate table not negotiable, same as Denver/BoulderThis is how the private sector does loans (yes, it is more complicated)



CAP Initiative Template Inputs 
1) Select any common/core variables 

2) Enter initiative specific assumptions 

3) Enter explanations of assumptions and calculations 



Peer Research: Public Voting 
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* 

  

City Public Vote Explored Public Vote Taken? Funding Attached to 
Vote? Investment Per Capita 

Asheville, NC 
 

 

  
 

Aspen, CO 
 

 

  
 

Austin, TX 
 

 

  
 

Berkeley, CA 
 

 

  
 

Boulder, CO 
  

    
 

Denver, CO 
 

 

  
 

Eugene, OR 

 
 

No, revenue neutral tax 
for cities and consumers* 

 

Kansas City, MO 

  

  
 

Palo Alto, CA 

  

  
 

Portland, OR 
  

 No, revenue neutral tax 
for cities and consumers* 

 

Tacoma, WA 
 

November, 2016  No, revenue neutral tax 
for cities and consumers* 

 

 *Tax assessed on energy producers with a  nexus at the state level. 
Has no direct impact on energy consumers or cities 
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Road to 2020: Budget Alignment 

• On/Off Track to meeting the goal 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter:Talking Points:
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